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o advertise a product, the advertiser must first get

the victim of ‘critical literacy’. These skills are an important

attention. The writer of an advertisement might

part of today’s literacy. They make children more aware of

do this with a headline, a slogan or a picture. If it

the effect different texts can have on them as readers. The

does not get your attention, the advertisement is

downside for parents is that children also become more

unlikely to be successful.

adept at convincing you about things they want!

For some years now, primary schools have been teaching

Certain holiday seasons bring with them an avalanche of

children how to understand and write persuasive texts,

advertising. When your children suddenly express an intense

including advertisements. This means children have to know

longing for some advertised product, it’s a good idea to

how advertisements work and what kind of language is used

discuss the adverts with them. Identify words the advert is

to make them successful. This can result in your children

using to attract attention. Discuss whether the information is

using you as homework:

biased and look for how the ad appeals to some emotion in

“I failed a test!”

an effort to create a demand for the product. Even if the ad

“What test was that, dear?”

wins, you might have the satisfaction of turning your child’s

“A writing test.”

head towards a successful career in advertising!

“Well, maybe we should help you at home with that.”
“Good idea! If I had the new ThinkPage tablet, I could
practise anywhere, anytime!”
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If you notice your children becoming very adept at

and public libraries around the world. (See free samples at

making a pitch to you in a convincing way, you could be

www.erapublications.com/south-kids.)
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